
COMPANY / CAPABILITY OVERVIEW
Specialty Metals is a leading distributor of quality titanium, stainless steel and exotic alloys.  
Our company was established in Perth, Western Australia in 1987.  A true family business, we were built from the relentless pursuit of excellent customer 
service and relationships and have a reputation for service, reliability and quality. Our customer base largely spans across diverse market sectors including 
defence, energy, mining and  minerals processing, chemical processing, fabrication, education, medical, and research & development.

CAPABILITY 
Stocking titanium, stainless and nickel based round bar, sheet, plate, 
tube and welding consumables. 
Trading in all kinds of materials in pipes & fittings, forgings, valves, 
sheet & plate, heat exchanger tubes and tube sheets etc
Our range includes corrosion-resistant alloys, high temperature alloys,  
nickel-based alloys, cobalt-based alloys, copper-based alloys, 
zirconium, tantalum, niobium, aluminium, carbon steel and chrome 
molybdenum. 
With access to some of the largest producers and stocking distributors 
across the globe, we specialise in non-standard items and hard-to-find 
alloys and product forms.

CERTIFICATIONS / ACCREDITATIONS
Specialty Metals are currently 
undertaking ISO9001 certification 
requirements with the view to have in 
place ASAP.

All suppliers that we engage are 
ISO9001 and where practically possible 
we will conduct onsite visits to review 
QA/QC in person or send in third party 
as required.

COMPETITIVE DISCRIMINATORS
Local representing Haynes International 
& Harald Pihl.
Stocking materials from BGH Edelstahl, 
Ugitech, Gloria Metals and many more.

For complete piece of mind, we carry out 
our own in-house PMI by means of XRF 
testing to ensure a match of material 
markings and suppliers own provided 
material test certificates.

Shipping locally and across the world, we supply short lead time material and project related items manufactured to our client's specific requirements.

PARTNERS & CUSTOMERS PAST AND PRESENT
• Past customers include the ADF in various formats. Along with many supporting companies. Shell, Caltex, GE, Halliburton, BAE.
• Current multinational customers include BP, Cameron, Glencore, Komatsu, Score Group, PON Group (Callidus), Swagelok, Komatsu, Kaefer, Oceaneering, Subsea-7.
• Current government and educational customers include CSIRO, DoD, UWA, Curtin, Adelaide Uni, MIT Monash and more
• Current customer include Ikad, AGC, Civmec, Specialised Welding, Woodside, CSBP, Taylors Eng, Austal Ships, Tronox, Aerison, Lloyd’s Eng, Total Marine Technology, Fremantle 

Foundry, Geographe, Hofmann Eng, Orontide, RCR, SGS, Wilsons Pipe Fab, Hamilton, TEAM,  Taylors Engineering, Axiom, Precision Sheetmetal, Nupress, Titomic, Signature 
Orthopaedics, Besmedical, Phantom Precision Machining, Ortesi, GF Engineering, ALS Metallurgy, Camco, Coogee Chemicals,

Email: Grant.Sinnott@specialtymetals.com.au 
Phone: +61 8 9353 5588  
Address: 14 Moriarty Road Welshpool, Western Australia, 6106.

Need metal? We get it!
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